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Abstract

Neural machine translation (NMT) has capa-
bility to translate from several parallel inputs
in different languages. Current simultaneous
speech translation has sometimes issues with
quality, especially when the source speech is
unclear. We see an opportunity to use mul-
tiple parallel speech signals, the original and
simultaneous interpreting, as sources for trans-
lation, to achieve higher quality. We plan to
achieve this goal primarily by experimental
exploration of methods in multi-lingual NMT
and simultaneous speech translation, and by in-
specting features of simultaneous interpreting.

1 Introduction

The neural machine translation (NMT) has capa-
bility to handle more source or target languages
at once (Johnson et al., 2017; Dabre et al., 2020).
The goal of this thesis is to experimentally explore
the area of multi-lingual machine translation and
propose and evaluate variations of NMT model ar-
chitectures, training data layout or training methods
to achieve gains in quality or efficiency.

The work may primarily focus on one of the
following use cases: (i) Multi-target machine trans-
lation (MT), where the source is available in one
source language, and has to be translated into mul-
tiple target languages in a short time. The desired
savings are in terms of memory and computation
resources (one NMT model serves multiple lan-
guages). There has to be as little quality loss as
possible. (ii) Multi-source MT, where the source is
available in more than one source language. The
expected gains are in translation quality, the en-
riched source should be used for disambiguation.
The proposed method should handle the situation
where the additional parallel source is unavailable.

We decided to primarily focus only on the use
case (ii), multi-source MT.

1.1 Goal: Simultaneous Speech Multi-Source

There are events with multi-lingual audience that
use simultaneous interpreting by human experts.
However, the set of interpreting target languages is
often smaller than what would the audience need.
An existing technology of automatic simultaneous
speech translation (Müller et al., 2016; Niehues
et al., 2018) may increase the set of target lan-
guages. Unfortunately, the simultaneous speech
translation from one source is often imperfect, due
to speaker variance, background noise, non-native
accent, etc. A machine could be processing multi-
ple parallel speech signals as source for translation,
e.g. the main speaker, and the interpreters. We
hypothesize that multi-sourcing may bring benefit
to translation quality.

The primary goal of our dissertation is to inves-
tigate and propose methods for automatic simulta-
neous multi-source speech translation. We plan to
investigate combination of currently existing meth-
ods for multi-source text translation (Section 2.2)
with methods for simultaneous speech translation
(Section 3).

Namely, we plan to use supervised training on
multi-parallel or multiple pairs of bi-parallel data.
We plan to use an evaluation corpus of interpreting
from European Parliament ESIC (Macháček et al.,
2021) that we created. We will primarily experi-
ment with English and German as source languages
and Czech as a the target. For training, we plan to
use existing corpora. See Section 4.1.

The other basic components for our research are
automatic speech recognition (Section 4.2), MT
framework (Section 4.3), alignments (Section 4.4),
and simultaneous interpreting (Section 5).

In Section 6, we describe one planned experi-
ment with training multi-source without explicit
word alignment. We summarize our strategy in
Section 7 and conclude in Section 8.



2 Overview of Multi-Lingual MT

In this section, we briefly overview the use of mul-
tiple languages in MT. However, we refer to Dabre
et al. (2020) for a comprehensive survey of multi-
lingual MT. We extend it in Kocmi et al. (2021), in
preparation.

More than two languages in MT are motivated
by efficacy (one multi-way model instead of many
bilingual ones), and by quality: zero-shot, pivoting
and transfer learning especially for low-resourced
languages, and parallel multi-source.

2.1 Multi-Way NMT

Recent multi-way multi-lingual NMT uses mas-
sive joint models (Aharoni et al., 2019; Arivazha-
gan et al., 2019a), the same architecture as for the
bilingual model (contrary to models with multiple
encoders and decoders, one for each source and
target language; Firat et al., 2016a). The massive
multi-lingual NMT models are capable to trans-
late 100 language pairs at once. When averaging
the quality over languages, there are quality gains,
however, there may be loss for the top-resourced
languages in comparison to the bilingual baseline,
due to negative task inference or capacity bottle-
neck. There may be also wrong target language in
zero-shot directions, especially while trianing on
an unbalanced English-centric dataset for 100 lan-
guages (OPUS-100). Zhang et al. (2020) improve
the quality of zero-shot directions by backtranslat-
ing randomly selected training data and language
pair during training.

The challenge of negative inference can be ad-
dressed by controlling parameter sharing (Zhang
et al., 2021; Sachan and Neubig, 2018), or by clus-
tering related languages (Tan et al., 2019).

2.2 Parallel Text Multi-Source

In some international organizations, there may be
a need to translate text into many target languages
in a short time. If the text is already translated into
multiple languages and revised by humans, all the
revised parallel language variants may be used to
increase the translation quality into another target
language. A machine translation system that we
denote parallel text multi-source translates multiple
parallel sentences in various source languages.

Zoph and Knight (2016) propose a double-
source model model with two encoders and one
decoder. They train the model on 2.3M tri-parallel
sentences in English, German and French. They re-

port increased quality over baseline trained with the
same amount of bilingual sentences. However, we
assume that their baseline is weak, and that scaling
to larger model and larger data is questionable.

Firat et al. (2016b) propose another double-
source model with 2 encoders, one for Spanish,
the other for French. The target is English. They
train it with two high-resource bi-parallel corpora:
35M sentences for Spanish-English and 66M for
French-English. They evaluate several methods
for merging the doubled source information in one
NMT model. In early averaging, they average the
context vectors from both encoders, and feed them
into attention and decoder. In late averaging, they
average the decoder outputs, before softmax layer.
It is the same way as ensembling isolated models.
The last and best performing option is ensembling
both the early and late averaging.

Dabre et al. (2017) experiment with universal
single-encoder model for all source languages. It
is the same as single-source NMT, except that the
source sequence is a concatenation of sentences
in multiple parallel languages. Dabre et al. (2017)
compare it with multi-encoder model, one encoder
for each language, and with late averaging as in
Firat et al. (2016b). They test it on three corpora:
United Nations (Es, En, Fr, Ru, Ar), IWSLT (Fr,
De, Ar, Cs, En), and with ILCI corpus (4 Indian
languages and English). Their results show that
multi-sourcing outperforms single source. More-
over, they show that the joint model outperforms
late averaging with close source languages, e.g.
with French and German into English. With three,
less related source languages, e.g. French, Ger-
man and Arabic, multi-encoder model has the best
performance.

2.2.1 Discussion
The three works of Zoph and Knight (2016), Fi-
rat et al. (2016b), and Dabre et al. (2017) are the
only publications we were able to find that report
beneficial usage of multiple parallel sources in text
translation. However, these works are 4 or 5 years
old, and they use limited training data. We hy-
pothesize that a recent baseline single-source NMT
model trained on large bilingual data could outper-
form the multi-source. There may be too few words
and sentences that require two language sources
for translation, and not only one, e.g. the closer,
or more informative language. Simple heuristics,
e.g. detecting the the optimal source from multiple
variants, may be very effective, and may not be an



adequate result of dissertation.

3 Simultaneous Speech Translation

Simultaneous speech translation is a technology
that aims to assist humans with understanding
speech in a foreign language. It is primarily for
users who need assistance e.g. due to their zero or
limited knowledge of the language of the speech,
or the speaker’s non-native accent, or the specific
in-domain vocabulary.

3.1 Translation vs Interpreting

Professional translators and interpreters (for exam-
ple Ešnerová, 2019) distinguish two tasks that are
usually performed by human experts: Translation
is processing text in the source language into text
in the target language. Interpreting is processing
speech in the source language directly into speech
in the target language, to mediate the communica-
tion between the speaker and the audience.

Interpreting involves more than just translating
words. The interpreters provide also the inter-
cultural transfer (explaining concepts that may not
be known in the culture associated with the target
language), they explain the background that was
not uttered, but the audience might not be aware
of it and might need it to understand. Furthermore,
the interpreters handle inappropriate words and of-
fenses in a suitable way, they comment the actions
on the stage and provide organizational comments,
when necessary. They use not only speech on their
input, but complete audio-visual information (meta-
linguistics, who is addressed by a gesture, etc.), and
meta-information, such as current time, location,
the event schedule, slides and other relevant docu-
ments, etc.

We use the term speech translation (ST) for trans-
lating speech to text or speech, without the func-
tions that the human interpreters provide in addition
to translation. Speech translation is a sub-task of
interpreting.

There exists a related term spoken language
translation (SLT). Some authors use it as synony-
mum to ST, however, in our work we distinguish
ST and SLT. SLT is text-to-text machine transla-
tion of the spoken language domain, with standard
normalized text on the input, while ST input is au-
dio. The spoken language domain may cover e.g.
texts that were prepared for spoken production, or
transcribed and normalized speech.

3.2 Long-form Monologue Speech

Our research of simultaneous speech translation
primarily focuses on long-form monologue speech,
because it would be potentially useful for many
users, and it is more challenging due to segmenta-
tion to translation units. The alternatives to long-
form monologues are conversations and short ut-
terances. They usually contain enough clues for
sufficient segmentation to meaning coherent seg-
ments (e.g. turns in conversations may correspond
to sentences) than long monologues, e.g. a lecture,
TED talk, or a speech at parliamentary plenary ses-
sion.

A speech might be read or spontaneous. It might
be very smooth and fluent, or it might contain
disfluencies (false starts, repetitions, hesitations,
filler words), pauses at random places, without
connection to syntax or meaning, interruptions by
other speakers and non-linguistic sounds (applause,
laughter, cough) etc. The speech might contain
code switching (insertions of other language), and
the speaker might have a specific, or non-native ac-
cent. The disfluency features are often undesirable
for the target audience, especially in translation.

There are tools for speech normalization (insert-
ing punctuation and casing) and speech reconstruc-
tion. The speech reconstruction involves detect-
ing and removing disfluencies (Češka, 2009; Chen
et al., 2020).

3.3 Simultaneous vs Offline

Speech translation can be used in several modes
by latency, each requiring different strategies. In
offline mode, there are no restrictions on the pro-
cessing time and efficacy (refer to the offline ST
task at IWSLT 2020: Ansari et al., 2020). In si-
multaneous translation (known also as online or
low-latency), there has to be small additive delay,
so that the outputs are delivered simultaneously
with the source, and the users can interact with
the original speaker in real-time (Niehues et al.,
2018). In simultaneous mode, the efficacy of com-
putational resources is important. There may be
need for translation into several target languages at
once, and it might be unfeasible to have a dedicated
hardware component for each target.

A hybrid between offline and simultaneous mode
is incremental MT1. It is an algorithm that handles

1Many authors use the term simultaneous translation when
they mean incremental. In our opinion, it is necessary to
distinguish them.



gradually growing input sequence, processing one
input token at a time (Ma et al., 2019a; Zheng
et al., 2020; Arivazhagan et al., 2019c; Zheng et al.,
2019). The latency of the algorithm is expressed
by number of tokens behind the source (Ma et al.,
2020a), not by time. Processing time is not impor-
tant, so we alternatively denote it as simultaneous,
but offline. Varying speech pace is not assumed,
and therefore the implementation is unusable in
low-latency mode. However, implementation for a
practical low-latency application is possible.

We primarily focus our research to simultaneous
mode, and test it in end-to-end setup, from audio
to translation. However, we may validate our meth-
ods on the other, less complex modes first, if it
will be reasoned by simplicity and more universal
reproducibility without specifying hardware.

3.4 Cascaded vs End-to-End ST

The automatic speech translation can be cascaded,
or end-to-end. Sperber and Paulik (2020) overview
and compare these approaches, and describe also
their hybrids.

The cascade is a pipeline of individual systems
for processing intermediate tasks, e.g.: (i) auto-
matic speech recognition (ASR), (ii) normaliza-
tion, which may include the speech reconstruc-
tion, punctuation prediction, and truecasing, and
(iii) machine translation (MT). The advantage of
cascaded approach is possibility of distributed de-
velopment. We may rely on ASR and normaliza-
tion tools provided by other researchers, and use
them as a black-box. We primarily focus our re-
search to improvements of the MT component in
cascaded ST, because we have an access to ELITR
ST pipeline (Bojar et al., 2021; Franceschini et al.,
2020), with ASR and speech normalization for En-
glish, German and Czech (and other languages).
We also have experience with operating it from
IWSLT 2020 (Macháček et al., 2020).

The disadvantage of cascaded ST is error propa-
gation between the sub-systems. In the alternative
end-to-end approach, the ASR and MT is provided
by one compact neural network that may reduce the
error propagation, due to unsupervised information
flow between the sub-tasks. On the other hand, the
direct speech-to-text translation training data for
supervised training may be small, and the training
for high quality is therefore challenging.

3.5 Re-Translating vs Streaming

There are two main approaches for simultaneous
translation. The re-translating approach allows out-
put revisions, as the system receives more context
(Niehues et al., 2018; Arivazhagan et al., 2019b;
Weller et al., 2021)2, while the streaming (Iranzo-
Sánchez et al., 2021; Ma et al., 2019a,b) does not.
The re-translating approach offers maximal quality
that may be comparable to offline ST with enough
processing time and context, but it sacrifices the
stability. If the stability is low, then the output in
form of subtitles may be unreadable. Streaming
systems offer maximal stability by producing stable
stream of translations. However, they face quality
and latency trade-off.

Re-translating systems are often cascaded, as in
ELITR. The ASR component tends to make revi-
sions only within fixed-sized processing window at
the end of the output stream. The early hypotheses
at the end of output may flicker, but they stabilize
with more content. With enough space for present-
ing the subtitles, the user may decide whether to
read the unstable parts immediately, or wait for the
stabilized parts later. With limited space for sub-
titling, e.g. with only two lines below the slides
presented on the main screen, along the space for
other languages, the subtitling brings additional
delay while waiting for the finalized hypotheses
(Macháček and Bojar, 2020).

With re-translating approach, it is easy to in-
tegrate any MT system that is designed for text
translation, into the cascaded pipeline (see Sec-
tion 3.4). Therefore, we first plan to experiment
with re-translating ST, but we also consider stream-
ing ST in our research.

3.6 Speech vs Text as Output Modality

Automatic speech translation can be delivered to
human users either as text, or as audio with speech.
Both options have their advantages and challenges.

In our research, we will primarily focus on ST
with an unspecified output modality, whenever the
targeted objective (e.g. MT quality, or translation
latency) may be measured without delivering the
translations to the real users at live or simulated
session.

Secondarily, we will focus on simultaneous
2Weller et al. (2021) use terminology that is inconsistent

to ours. They propose re-translating simultaneous end-to-end
ST that provides transcripts and translations at the same time,
but describe it by other words. As their streaming, they mean
the simultaneous mode.



speech translation for live subtitling. We have ex-
perience with re-translating ST subtitling in limited
space (Macháček and Bojar, 2020), and ELITR sys-
tem is designed for text output. We have also col-
laborated on a pilot study of human comprehension
with subtitling, with a limited number of human
testers and documents (Javorský et al., 2021).

3.7 Evaluation

Evaluation of simultaneous ST is a complex multi-
faceted problem. The basic dimensions are transla-
tion quality, stability, and latency.

Universal comparison across approaches, archi-
tectures, and systems is complicated by their di-
versity. Real-time end-to-end simulation on a test
set is time-consuming. Software and hardware de-
pendencies bring another layer of complexity. A
practical, but not universal way, is evaluation that
takes into account the specifics or shared charac-
teristics of the evaluated systems. For example, if
two cascaded ST systems use the same ASR, but
different MT component, it is advisable to evaluate
only the MTs.

The evaluation method should also take into ac-
count the primary purpose of the evaluation. For
example, while selecting a system for subtitling in
a limited space, it is advisable to express the stabil-
ity rate in number of erased characters, and not in
tokens (Macháček and Bojar, 2020).

3.7.1 Automatic Quality
The quality of ST may be evaluated by an automatic
metric that compares the candidate translation to
reference, similarly as in standard text-to-text MT.
However, the MT metrics are usually based on the
assumption that source and candidate target sen-
tences are aligned one-to-one. In long-form mono-
logue ST, the sentence segmentation is a complex
problem. The candidate does not have to preserve
the sentence segmentation of the source. Therefore,
it is advisable to use a metric that does not rely
on source-target sentence alignment, e.g. a variant
of BLEU where each document in the test set is
treated as one sentence, instead of set of individual
sentences. The second, less advisable option, is to
estimate the sentence alignment to reference prior
to evaluation, e.g. by a tool mwerSegmenter (Ma-
tusov et al., 2005). However, the alignment quality
may affect the score.

In the annual IWSLT evaluation campaign
(Ansari et al., 2020), human evaluation is not used
at all. The campaign relies only on the automatic

metrics. IWSLT 2021 proposes metrics implemen-
tations SimulEval (Ma et al., 2020a) for incremen-
tal ST. SLTev SLTev (Ansari et al., 2021) is appli-
cable for simultaneous ST.

3.7.2 Human Evaluation
Human evaluation of simultaneous ST is a complex
research problem. In offline ST, the only measur-
able feature is the quality, contrary to simultaneous
ST that involves also stability, latency, and unre-
peatability. Therefore, the methods for human eval-
uation of document-level MT (Castilho, 2020) are
applicable to offline ST. The methods consist of
blind presentation of the candidates, and e.g. direct
assessment.

To best of our knowledge, the only published hu-
man evaluation of ST was performed in TC-STAR
project (Hamon et al., 2009; Mostefa et al., 2006).
It focused on speech-to-speech translation. It was
evaluated in the offline mode, so that the judges
were able to access the source and candidate repeat-
edly.

Human evaluation of simultaneous ST in a sim-
ulated online mode, with only one access to the
candidate, is insufficiently explored research prob-
lem. There is a challenge to reduce the effects
of varying memory competence between the hu-
man evaluators. The initial study by Javorský et al.
(2021) showed results with a limited number of
human evaluators and documents. The results were
mostly insignificant. However, it was shown that
the individual competence has the largest impact on
comprehension. The online presentation and single
access has the second largest impact, followed by
presentation options.

3.7.3 Our Plans on Evaluation
We plan to use primarily the evaluation methods
that may not be universal, but will be transparent,
reasonable, and suitable for our specific purposes.
We consider using SimulEval or SLTev, or our own
implementation as in the work on ESIC (Macháček
et al., 2021). We do not plan to use large scale
human evaluation, but we may consider limited
human evaluation in the offline mode, similarly to
the one in Macháček et al. (2021).

3.8 Multi-Source ST

To the best of our knowledge, Wang et al. (2020a) is
the only work where any authors publish results of
parallel multi-source speech translation. They pub-
lish multi-parallel speech-to-text corpus CoVoST,



from 11 languages into English. It contains iso-
lated sentences that volunteers read and recorded
for a massively multi-lingual Common Voice cor-
pus (Ardila et al., 2020). The sentences are opti-
mally segmented (one sentence per recording) and
aligned, even in the test set. Therefore, the test
set may not be applicable to long-form monologue
speech.

The authors report improvement of double-
source model over single source, however, they do
not publish any details on the double-sourcing ar-
chitecture; they describe it only as “baseline multi-
source”. Also, their training data are limited. They
do not analyze the reasons of the benefit. As Kocmi
et al. (2021) refer also on other works, there may
be benefits not because of the multi-lingual source,
but because the longer input that makes the encoder
wider. Despite of these questions, their work may
serve as inspiration for our research. We may also
use their published implementation in fairseq ST
(Wang et al., 2020b).

4 Basics of Planned Research

In this section, we describe the basics and starting
points for our research. However, we will con-
tinuously follow new advances in research, and
consider other directions, if reasonable.

4.1 Data

We need data for training and evaluation of simul-
taneous multi-source ST.

4.1.1 ESIC: Europarl Simultaneous
Interpreting Corpus

For the evaluation of simultaneous multi-source
ST, we need multi-parallel speech corpus in at least
three languages. Two of them as sources, and one
as target. It has to be authentic monologue long-
form speech, and not clean single sentences, for
evaluation of real events. Therefore, we can not use
evaluation subset of CoVoST (Wang et al., 2020a).

A suitable resource of such authentic data are
multi-parallel simultaneously interpreted events,
for example the plenary sessions of the European
Parliament. Since there did not exist any multi-
parallel corpus of interpreting, we created it on
our own. Our work results in ESIC: Europarl Si-
multaneous Interpreting Corpus (Macháček et al.,
2021). It is a 10-hour evaluation corpus of 370
speeches given at European Parliament Plenary
Sessions in the period 2008 to 2011. The speeches

are given originally in English. The corpus con-
tains also simultaneous interpreting into Czech and
German, with manual transcripts and word-level
timestamps, revised parallel text translations, and
metadata about the speakers, time, date and lo-
cation, and the topic. The speakers are mostly
members of European Parliament, both native and
non-native speakers of English. The metadata con-
tain the information, whether they read, or speak
spontaneously.

ESIC is split into evaluation and validation sub-
sets. Each subset has around 5 hours, or 2 000
sentences. It is comparable by size to standard MT
evaluation sets at WMT and IWSLT.

4.1.2 ESIC Extension for Training?
European Parliament is an extensive resource of
multi-lingual data. We decided to first collect and
process data from the period 2008-11 because at
that times, the voices of interpreters were published
together with text translations into all EU official
languages. The translations may be used as targets
for supervised training. It is possible to collect
much more speeches from the period 2008-2011
than the 10 hours that we included to the first re-
lease of ESIC. Manual transcripts are costly, how-
ever, it is possible to process them at least by ASR.
The ASR may be improved specifically for ESIC
domain by monolingual texts and ESIC validation
set. ESIC validation set may be used also for semi-
supervision of automatic segmentation to single
speeches. Moreover, there is a large amount of
data from the new period. Although they are not
equipped with translations, the target side may be
synthesized by MT.

However, the dataset preparation is very labo-
rious task. There may be other usable training
corpora. Therefore, we consider extending ESIC
with the training subset only for later.

4.1.3 MT Training Data
We primarily focus only on training the MT compo-
nent of the cascaded MT, instead of end-to-end ST.
For training, we can use either tri-parallel English-
German-Czech dataset (because our evaluation cor-
pus ESIC is for these languages), or two bi-parallel
corpora for MT. For English-Czech and English-
German, we may use the data from WMT shared
task: e.g. CzEng 2.0 (Kocmi et al., 2020) that
contains also back-translated news. For German-
Czech, we may use Europarl (Koehn, 2005) and
Open Subtitles (Lison and Tiedemann, 2016). We



may also back-translate any data to make them
tri-parallel (Choi et al., 2018), or use a model ar-
chitecture that enables multi-source training on bi-
parallel data as Firat et al. (2016b). The archi-
tecture options for tri-parallel vs two bi-parallel
corpora were described in Section 2.2.

4.1.4 Speech-to-Text Training Data
If we focused on end-to-end ST, or if we would
like to finetune the MT part of cascaded ST to
accommodate it to ASR errors, we would need
speech-to-text training data. Such data are e.g. re-
ferred by IWSLT: Europarl-ST (Iranzo-Sánchez
et al., 2020) and CoVoST (Wang et al., 2020d) for
English-German, and MuST-C (Di Gangi et al.,
2019) also for English-Czech. However, all ST cor-
pora except CoVoST are not multi-parallel. They
are also often limited in size.

4.2 Automatic Speech Recognition

We have an access to low-latency re-translating
ASR systems from ELITR project for English, Ger-
man, Czech, and other languages. We may use
them as the ASR component for our cascaded multi-
source ST.

English low-latency ASR (Nguyen et al., 2021)
is neural end-to-end model. It achieves super-
human quality on conversational speech. In ELITR,
it is adapted and tested also on long-form mono-
logue lectures. It is connected with a tool for online
speech reconstruction, truecasing and punctuation
insertion. It was used also in KIT IWSLT 2020
shared task, both in online and offline mode (Pham
et al., 2020).

For German, there is an older hybrid HMM-
DNN model trained in Janus Recognition Toolkit
which features a single pass decoder. It is described
in Cho et al. (2013). There is also a newer end-to-
end system, parallel to the English one. We will
prefer the system that shows higher quality and suf-
ficient robustness and latency in validation. Both
German ASR systems are connected to speech re-
construction and normalization tool.

For Czech, ELITR has a hybrid online ASR in
Kaldi (Povey et al., 2011), and an offline end-to-end
model (Polák and Bojar, 2021; Polák et al., 2020).
There is no speech reconstruction tool for Czech.
Speech normalization tool (punctuation prediction
and truecasing) for Czech is there, but it is an early
version with relatively low quality. However, we
may not need the Czech ASR at all if we will focus
on Czech as the target language. More critical are

English and German for us.

4.2.1 Mock ASR for Evaluation
Based on our initial experience, the English and
German ASRs achieve very low quality on the
ESIC domain. The ASR quality is critical in cas-
caded ST. We hypothesize that we may not observe
influence of multi-sourcing while evaluating the
MT component with very low quality ASR inputs,
or with gold transcripts. It is possible that multi-
sourcing is beneficial only with specific quality of
the ASR sources between zero and optimum.

Therefore, we may evaluate it with “mock
ASRs”. We synthesize them either by inserting
simple random errors to gold transcripts, or insert-
ing random correct words into realistic low-quality
ASR transcript, so that the result has the WER
(word error rate) that we choose. We then use it for
simulating ASRs with similar quality. We inspect
multi-sourcing with various ASR quality levels.
The results may be used in future, when the ASRs
achieve higher quality.

4.3 MT Framework

For training multi-source ST, we see an opportunity
to use any standard NMT framework, e.g. Marian
NMT, or any specialized framework for ST.

4.3.1 Marian NMT
We have experience with Marian NMT framework
from WMT 2019 news translation task (Popel et al.,
2019). Marian NMT (Junczys-Dowmunt et al.,
2018) is a framework for fast text-to-text NMT
training and inference. It has implementation of
Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017). We may use it
for training the MT component of cascaded ST, es-
pecially a re-translating simultaneous model. Mar-
ian enables also multi-encoder model that may be
suitable. We plan to start our experiments with
Marian.

4.3.2 Fairseq
Fairseq (Ott et al., 2019) is a fast, extensible toolkit
for sequence modeling. Fairseq S2T (Wang et al.,
2020c) is an extention for end-to-end speech-to-text
translation. Another extension (Ma et al., 2020b) is
for simultaneous ST. It contains an implementation
of recent streaming models.

Fairseq is connected with a community of devel-
opers and researchers. There are published source
codes and training recipes. We consider training of
simultaneous multi-source ST in this framework.



However, it may be challenging to adapt the source
code for multi-sourcing.

4.3.3 Other ST Frameworks
We are aware of other frameworks that could be
used for ST training: ESPnet-ST (Inaguma et al.,
2020), RETURNN (Zeyer et al., 2018), Lingvo
(Shen et al., 2019), and SLT.KIT (Zenkel et al.,
2018). We do not have any experience with any of
these systems, except one. We had serious issues
with installing SLT.KIT.

4.4 Alignments
We plan to propose a double-source system that
will translate an original speaker, and a simultane-
ous interpreter. We assume that we will face the
problem of aligning the sources because the inter-
preters keep lagging behind the source. We attempt
to solve it in an unsupervised way, by translating
scrolling windows that will be large enough (Sec-
tion 6). If it will not be possible, we may apply a
word alignment tool to detect the non-parallel parts
and truncate them. However, it may be challeng-
ing because the tools are also designed for limited
length, mostly for individual sentences. Another
challenge is the speech input. The tools are effec-
tive for normalized texts.

Usable word alignment tools are e.g. fast align
(Dyer et al., 2013), or recent neural aligners (Dou
and Neubig, 2021).

5 Inspiration by Human Interpreting

We get information about interpreting mainly from
the active interpreters and teachers of interpret-
ing (Čeňková, 2008, 1988; Ešnerová, 2019; Olsen,
2020). They refer to theory in translation and in-
terpreting studies, such as to Gile’s effort model
(Gile, 1995). Another resource is computational
linguistics research (He et al., 2016; Stewart et al.,
2018; Sridhar et al., 2013; Vogler et al., 2019). A
very insightful is also the keynote by Welle (2020),
the head of administration of European Parliament,
world’s biggest employer of interpreters.

In this section, we describe how we could poten-
tially use inspiration by interpreting in our research.

5.1 Comparing ST to Interpreting
Simultaneous interpreting is widely used in interna-
tional communication at least since 1945 (Čeňková,
2008). Humans are naturally used to it. Simultane-
ous speech translation is a relatively new technol-
ogy. Therefore, we see an opportunity to estimate

the adoption of simultaneous ST by users by com-
parison to interpreting.

For example, in Macháček et al. (2021), we com-
pared the latency of ST to interpreters. We con-
clude that if interpreting latency is 4 seconds, inter-
preting through a pivot language may have latency
8 seconds. Therefore, we assume that human users
may be accustomed to 8 second latency of ST.

5.2 Gold Truth Translation Units

Segmentation to translation units is one of the
largest challenges in simultaneous ST. Too short
units lead to low quality, and large units to large
latency. If we assume that the interpreters choose
their translation units optimally, then we can use
interpreting data for supervised training of segmen-
tation for ST. The translation units can be analyzed
on ESIC. Moreover, ESIC can be extended by man-
ually detected translation units.

5.3 Redundancy Detection

Čeňková (2008) writes about redundancy detec-
tion and elision. It is a subtask of interpreting that
enables the simultaneity. Redundancy detection
could be useful in practical applications such as in
automatic summarization, speech reconstruction,
text compression and simplification, and also in
speech translation. Short translation outputs with
less redundancies may be better comprehensible.

We hypothesize that ESIC or other simultaneous
interpreting dataset could be potentially useful for
supervised learning of redundancy detection.

5.4 Understanding Interpretese

When developing multi-source ST that uses inter-
preting as one of the sources, it might be beneficial
to be aware of the limits and features of interpreting.
It might give us insights for more successful ST
development. Below, we list selected facts about
interpreting that may be relevant for our research.

• Interpreting is not completely reliable. It is
the art of possible (Olsen, 2020; Ešnerová,
2019). There may be outages in interpreting,
e.g. when the interpreter is exhausted. The
interpreters must make pauses and work in
pairs.

• Interpreting is impossible, or possible with a
reduced quality, when the speech pace is too
high, when the interpreter does not receive the
source audio or when the speech is unclear, or



untranslatable in nature, e.g. mocking accent,
poetry, and puns.

For simplicity, we assume that the source
speech for our ST will always be translatable.

• If the speaker prepares the speech in advance
as a text that is going to be read, then the
interpreters prefer if they receive a copy of
the text. Written language tends to be more
complicated than spontaneous.

In our opinion, the ST research should ide-
ally primarily focus to non-read, spontaneous
speech, because the read speech can be bet-
ter translated using the text. However, it is
difficult to find data for only spontaneous ST.

• A skilled interpreter can determine from lis-
tening, whether another interpreter used the
text that the speaker was reading, or just the
audio (Čeňková, 1988). We, as non-experts,
are not able to determine it in ESIC.

• Interpreters use offline strategies to prepare for
interpreting of an event in advance (Ešnerová,
2019). They keep themselves up to date about
the news associated with the source and tar-
get language cultures. They study materials
about the event. They anticipate the topics
and prepare a vocabulary.

The same backgrounds should be ideally taken
into account in expert evaluation of ST. How-
ever, it may be complicated to study them
for ESIC corpus because it contains facts that
were valid in 2008-11.

• Interpreting strategies include keeping opti-
mal delay behind the speaker, and vary it
when reasonable. He et al. (2016) find out
that English-Japanese interpreters tend to con-
solidate the word order between the source
and target language by passivization. They
also prefer other language constructs than the
translators.

• It is preferred to interpret into native language
of the interpreter over the non-native. For us,
it is important to note when using ASR that
may have difficulties with a non-native accent.

• Interpreting through a pivot language (so
called relay interpreting) is sometimes used,

when impossible directly. When using inter-
preting as gold truth, it should be taken into ac-
count. In ESIC, we can not determine for sure
whether English-Czech or English-German in-
terpreting was direct, or relay. However, we
assume it was direct because these language
pairs are frequent.

• There may be traces of the source language in
interpreting, in nearly all levels of language:
in the speech signal, phonetics, vocabulary,
syntax, in the topic, etc.

We expect the traces make interpretese a spe-
cial domain for MT.

• Čeňková (2008) describe a principle of econ-
omy. The principle recommends the inter-
preters to use short variant of translation when-
ever possible, and to elide redundancies. It is
recommended to use simple sentence struc-
ture over long dependencies that are difficult
to remember and complete fluently.

In Macháček et al. (2021), we found out that
interpretese is by 20% shorter than transla-
tionese, and that interpretese contains simpler
vocabulary.

6 Planned Experiment: Multi-Source
with Unsupervised Source Alignment

We propose an experiment with a double-source
NMT model as in Figure 1. It will have two
sources.

The first source, the original English, is going to
be translated word for word. It has two parts that
will be separated by a special marker on input (solid
vertical line in the figure): context (C words long),
and translation window (W words long). The con-
text is necessary because we translate fixed-size
super-sentence windows. It is likely that the words
close to window start require previous context for
determining the correct form.

Second source, simultaneous interpreting into
German, is used for enriching the first source. It
has three unmarked parts (separated by a dashed
vertical line on the figure): part to skip because
it is parallel to the content that has been already
scrolled away in the first source. Second part is
parallel context, and the last is parallel to the part to
translate. We assume that the NMT system detects
the parts unsupervised.



W (transl. window size)C (context size)

Děkuji, pane předsedající. Dnes bych chtěla                poděkovat panu Brejcovi za jeho skvělou zprávu. Oceňujeme jeho názory

Thank you, Mr. President. Today, I want to    thank Mr. Brejc for his great report. And we appreciate his point that consulting the

C+W

Jetzt Frau Kollegin Ždanoka.     Sie haben zwei Minuten.    Zwei Minuten?     OK.      Danke, Vorsitzende. Ich  danke Herrn Brejc

Target (Cs)

SRC 1 to translate (En original)SRC 1 context

SRC 2 context SRC 2 trans.SRC 2 (De interpreter) to skip Learn offset Oi < W

Figure 1: Example training instance for double-source simultaneous ST with unsupervised source alignment.

6.1 Estimating the Length Limits

NMT models have limits on their source and target
length. If the latency of interpreting would be too
large, it could exceed the limit. Therefore, we
estimate whether the maximum latency fits.

Čeňková (2008) states that the majority of inter-
preters keep lagging time between 2 and 4 seconds.
The lagging varies by speech content. Our analy-
sis on ESIC (Macháček et al., 2021) confirms it.
Moreover, we found that in 1% of source words,
the interpreting latency may be very large, over 22
seconds.

Čeňková (2008) also states that AIIC3 states
maximum speech pace for simultaneous interpret-
ing. It is 200 words per minute (wpm).4

Let us assume that the interpreter can be delayed
by at most 30 seconds. With the maximum speech
pace 200 wpm, the original to interpreting offset
can be W = 100 words. If we select C = 50, then
the model has 300 words on sources and 100 words
on target. We assume that these sizes are feasible
e.g. for Marian NMT.

7 Planned Tasks

We split our work into three tasks. We plan to
switch focus between the tasks. We assume that
as we will make progress, we may figure out that
one task is blocked by another, and that the blocked
task brings a clearer specification for unblocking
by other task.

7.1 Task 1: Data

A large piece of work on data has been already
accomplished by publishing the ESIC corpus
(Macháček et al., 2021). We have an evaluation
corpus. However, it has to be decided, what should

3International Association of Conference Interpreters. Its
French acronym AIIC is used in all languages.

4According to Čeňková (2008), AIIC does not specify, for
which language the limit holds. We can neglect this fact in our
approximation.

be considered as reference English-Czech transla-
tion: interpreting, or translation?

The interpreting may contain outages, but we do
not know how much. If it is low in amount, then we
may ignore it or make it complete. The translation
is, on the other hand, revised and normalized for
reading, so it is partially not verbatim translation.
We may need to analyze, how much editing was
made in the revisions, and either ignore it, or edit
it back to verbatim.

We may also evaluate, which source is more pre-
ferred by users. The evaluation in Macháček et al.
(2021) were not focused on fluency. Fluency is an
important aspect that may favor translation. The
evaluation focused only on information loss. It
showed that interpreting drops more information
than translation. However, the reduced information
could be redundant, so we do not know whether
the reduction is a beneficial compression, or a sub-
stantial adequacy error.

The next step are training data. We prepare them
according to the plans in Section 4.1, by specifica-
tions that will become apparent while working on
the other tasks.

7.2 Task 2: Baselines
A baseline to multi-source is single-source. In
Macháček et al. (2021), we compared two single-
source systems that can be considered as baselines:
shortening English-Czech MT and German-Czech
MT. They are strong as offline SLT baselines. How-
ever, although they are deployed in online ST cas-
cade, we can not consider them as strong online
baselines, because they are not finetuned for stabil-
ity, and are relatively unstable. Baseline stabiliza-
tion method of re-translating online ST involves
finetuning on sentences prefixes (Niehues et al.,
2018).

7.3 Task 3: Simultaneous Multi-Source ST
We plan to approach our primary goal by investigat-
ing and exploring methods that we described in this



thesis proposal. We start with a suboptimal, but
feasible system, and gradually attempt to improve
it.

Along the way, we may meet following mile-
stones:

1. Offline multi-source ST

2. Simultaneous multi-source ST

3. Flexible and robust simultaneous multi-source
ST.

8 Conclusion

In this dissertation thesis proposal, we presented
our plan to primarily focus our research to simul-
taneous multi-source speech translation. We de-
scribed the concepts of multi-lingual NMT, simul-
taneous speech translation, and simultaneous in-
terpreting that we plan to use in our experiments.
We also described our strategy regarding experi-
menting with data, architecture, implementation,
evaluation, approaches to simultaneity, and alterna-
tive directions we could take.

In this proposal, we partially used results of work
that we elaborated or on which we collaborated and
that were reviewed and published (Macháček et al.,
2021; Macháček and Bojar, 2020; Macháček et al.,
2020; Franceschini et al., 2020; Polák et al., 2020;
Bojar et al., 2021; Popel et al., 2019), as well us
recent unpublished results (Javorský et al., 2021;
Kocmi et al., 2021).
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